SCC Meeting
Agenda Oct. 1, 2015
1. Welcome- This was the first meeting of the year so we have no minutes to
approve.
2. Internet Safety- Ashley Mortensen Christy handed out the Safe
Technology and Digital Citizenship guidelines to the committee. We went
through it and Christy explained what Butler is doing. Each month
Ashley, our coordinator for the school sends out an email to the teachers
that the teachers can then share with the students. We will have a parent
meeting on November 19th that will include a session about Internet
safety for parents. Christy will send home information to parents a
couple of times a year about internet safety as well. Speaking of internet
safety, Annie Stubben mentioned that she was in a teachers class when
the students were getting onto the internet to do some research and they
had many pop ups. Christy mentioned this to her Field Tech. Julie Newin
said that she is in the process of updating all the machines in the building
and hopefully by UEA everything will be updated and then that will not
happen very often.
3. School Data- Julie Butler Julie explained the difference between dibbles
and aimesweb and why the district prefers aimesweb—mainly because it
is more convenient and can be scored on the computer rather than hand
scored. She and Christy went over last years data as well as this years
data that we have so far.
4. Bobcat statue—can we approve this? We took a vote and as long as no
money is spent by the school then the committee was unanimous in
supporting it. Jill Shumway mentioned that this was a great way for the
community to give back to Butler and feel like a part of them is here as
well.
5. School Grade Christy explained a bit about the school grade and PACE.
She handed out papers to help make this a bit more understandable.
Although we were a C last year, this year we are a good solid B. The
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teachers worked hard last year and are continuing to do so to ensure that
we only get better.
Land Trust Plan Christy handed out the Land Trust plan and explained
this is the one she handed out last spring. We will look at it throughout
the year to make sure we are making our targets and that we are on
budget. As part of our Land Trust Plan we are working on DOK, especially
in math. Julie Butler explained what DOK is and why it is so important
that our teachers learn how to get at those deeper levels of learning. We
are holding our first DOK professional development on Friday October 30.
PBIS was discussed and we also talked about issues we are having with
our 5th grade. Christy does have a plan and one of the steps of that plan is
starting Monday. If little or no improvement is seen then we will be doing
some respect education in the classrooms. There are also other steps that
will be taken. Everyone understands the difficulty but we all agree that it
is important to have a plan moving forward.
Apparently we need to meet every month, shall I just pick dates? Yes, we
agreed that Christy would add dates throughout the year in addition to
the 4 dates we already approved. Hopefully we can all make it but if not
Christy will be here and will meet with whomever can make it.
Misc. Rhonda mentioned her contact info on the web sight is wrong.
There is an h in her last name that should not be there. Christy will ask
Sallie Warnecke to fix that. It was mentioned by Rhonda that she is
amazed at all the work the SCC does and she thinks we need to advertise
better to parents. Christy will put something in CATTRACKS. Also,
Christy asked if they liked her weekly newsletter or if it was annoying to
get it each week. They all agreed that a short note each week was
something they wanted so Christy will continue. We voted for Annie
Stubben to be the chair and Karen Hammer to be the vice-chair. Rhonda,
Christy and Karen have all been to the trainings.
Adjourn

